Providing **KNOWLEDGE** to inspire **ADVANCEMENTS** in health and excellence in **EDUCATION** through customized **INFORMATION SOLUTIONS**.

**EXPLORE | TECHNOLOGY-ENABLED SPACES**

Get the tools you need to support your research and practice. Visit our **1:Button Studio** to make video recordings at the push of a button and explore our new **Virtual Reality Studio** and **Data Visualization Center**. Use our **Productivity Workstations** for graphic design, data visualization, statistical analysis, and more!

**MEASURE | RESEARCH IMPACT**

Work with us to establish **Researcher IDs** that help track your research output. Dive into **Altmetrics** for a measurement of your work in the social realm - including social media activity, coverage in media outlets, and inclusion in policy documents or scholarly commentary.

**STREAMLINE | GRANT PROJECTS**

Turn to us for assistance at every point of the grant funding life-cycle. We can help generate ideas, find collaborators, identify funding opportunities, navigate submission tools, develop data management plans, publish research, and comply with **federal funding mandates**.

**PUBLISH | RESEARCH**

Connect with **Publishing Services** for consultation, guidance, and access to digital publishing platforms. Learn about copyright, **Author’s Addendum** for journal publishing agreements, and the Open Access Publishing Fund.

**ENCOURAGE | CRITICAL THINKING**

Use our **state-of-the-art collection** to enhance teaching, learning, and research in ways unimaginable - from 3D anatomy resources to evidence-based point of care tools to historically significant rare books and artifacts that document the history of medicine.

**MANAGE | DATA**

Call upon our experts for help in organizing information, creating **data management plans**, incorporating collaborative tools, managing your citations, and sharing your research data.

**ADVANCE | PRACTICE**

Connect with us to conduct in-depth research in your area of interest - our **Systematic Review Service** has researched topics ranging from the effectiveness of mind-body treatment for PTSD to identifying adverse drug events using natural language processing and everything in-between.

**FOLLOW | US**

- hsl.lib.umn.edu/biomed
- hsl.lib.umn.edu/vetmed
- hsl.lib.umn.edu/wangensteen
- facebook.com/umnbiomedlib
- twitter.com/umnbiomedlib
- instagram.com/umnlib
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MEET YOUR SUBJECT LIBRARIAN

Our expert librarians can connect you with the resources you need... from our programs and services that expand the impact of your research to our vast collection of e-journals and e-books to our specialized resources that promote evidence-based care and enhance your productivity.
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naulta@umn.edu
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reedd013@umn.edu

FRANKLIN SAYRE
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612.301.1240
fsayre@umn.edu
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Dentistry, Collections
612.625.5410
theis025@umn.edu
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Nursing
612.624.6492
ewinfur@umn.edu